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Dear ,
 
Can you believe it's the end of June already? Please enjoy this week's newsletter. If you have a friend or two who
might  like the newsletter, why don't you suggest they sign up by forwarding this email? Or you can click the little
envelope at the top right corner to send to a friend, Twitter, Facebook, or LinkedIn.
 
Thanks,
Anne
_________________________________________________________________________________________
 

Top Three Food Magazines II: Paper or Electrons?

While writing about the Accidental Locavore's top three food magazines, the little voice in the back of
my head kept saying, but how do people read food magazines? Are they schizophrenic like you, using
both paper and e-reader versions? Do they stick to one format? Which one? What if you want to save
a recipe from your e-reader (actually, if anyone can answer that, it would be great!)? 
Read more:

  
Recipe for Garlic Scape Pesto 

Is pesto a summer staple for you? Like the flavored vinegars from last week, the Accidental Locavore
thinks pesto can be made from a variety of (green) things. Since I had a mess of garlic scapes, thanks
to my friend Bill, I thought they’d make a great pesto. This is more about technique (easy) and taste,
than precise measurements.
 
Pesto presto!
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________

 

New This Week:

June Desktop Wallpaper Calendar

This beautiful lettuce is spotted romaine from Eckkerton Hill Farm. Click here to download the Accidental Locavore's
June Calendar.
To install it on Windows: Download and save the image where you can find it. Then: Control
Panel/Personalization/Desktop Background and select the image. Or, just right click on the image and "Set as
Desktop Background" Enjoy!
 
The Worst Meal Ever
 
The Accidental Locavore was part of a recent blog on Zagat.com about the worst meal ever (it's number 8).
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What was it? What's your worst meal?
 
Blogging Boomers 265
On vacation in India, fires in Colorado, free e-reads and more. 
What's new?  

 

Pinterest

Have you explored Pinterest yet? It's so interesting with many beautiful photos to inspire you to cook, travel decorate
and more. Follow Anne and see the locavore "pins".
Check it out:  
 
 
________________________________________________________________________________

 
The Accidental Locavore is now on Alltop! Check us out under "food". Way under "food" but moving up! Scroll
down towards the bottom of the page.
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